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Abstract 
This paper deals with the initial development of a methodology for controlling real-life, multi-body dynamical systems in the 
presence of uncertainties in our knowledge of their exact physical nature as well as uncertainties in the ‘given’ forces acting on 
them. We assume that both these uncertainties can be time-varying, yet bounded. The methodology is developed in two steps. In 
the first step an exact control of the so-called nominal system—our best assessment of the real-life physical system and the forces 
acing on it—is developed. This control is inspired by results from analytical dynamics and involves no linearizations and/or 
approximations of the nonlinear, nonautonomous system. It also minimizes a suitable norm of the trajectory errors at each instant 
of time. In the second step, a continuous controller using a generalized sliding mode approach is developed that guarantees that 
the real-life system tracks, without any chatter and to within pre-specified error bounds, the control requirements that are 
imposed on the nominal system. Thus an explicit closed-form control for an uncertain, nonlinear, nonautonomous multi-body 
system that satisfies trajectory control requirements placed on the nominal system (to within pre-specified error bounds), is 
obtained. An example of a triple pendulum in which there are uncertainties both in the description of its physical parameters and 
in the description of the gravity field in which it moves is considered. The example demonstrates the simplicity and efficacy of 
the approach when there are uncertainties both in the description of a dynamical system and in the given forces to which it is 
subjected.  
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1. Introduction 
The assessment of parameters for real-life physical systems is known only to within some bounds of uncertainty 
that may depend on the various levels of their description. The uncertainties that arise in complex mechanical 
systems stem from two main sources: (i) uncertainties in our knowledge of the physical system, like uncertainties in 
the stiffness and mass distribution, the nature of damping, etc.; and, (ii) uncertainties in our knowledge of the 
externally applied forces acting on the system. 
In the past few years, several results in motion control, some based on the uncertainties in the knowledge of the 
physical system, have been considered [1-7]. However, uncertainties in the knowledge of the forces acting on the 
system have not been hereto addressed. The following will discuss a few of the techniques that have been used in 
motion controls of nonlinear uncertain systems.  Model-based controllers proposed in [1, 2] guarantee the asymptotic 
convergence of motion errors. In Refs. [3] and [4], a mixed 2 /H Hf  adaptive tracking control approach and an 
adaptive fuzzy approach are presented respectively. Refs. [1-3] address the control of configuration variables only 
related to nonholonomic constraints and ignore the variables subject to the holonomic constraints. Ref. [5] considers 
a tracking control method which deals with both holonomic and nonholonomic Pfaffian constraints. The dynamical 
model is assumed to be perfectly known with no uncertainties in it. Ref. [6] applies robust adaptive techniques to 
systems with uncertainties and gets satisfactory performance under a suitable set of assumptions. A tracking 
controller based on sliding mode control for systems with nonholonomic Pfaffian constraints with uncertainties is 
proposed in Ref. [7]. The sliding mode controller uses a specific signum (switching) function which, in general, is 
known to cause chattering. 
In this paper, a general control scheme based on the idea of a generalized sliding surface is proposed. The 
controller developed can be used for a wide class of control laws that can be adapted to the practical limitations of 
the specific controller being used. The two sources of uncertainty described earlier are simultaneously considered in 
this paper, and in what follows, all these uncertainties are included in what we call the ‘real-life mechanical system,’ 
or the ‘actual system,’ whose description is known only imprecisely. While not known precisely, it is assumed, 
however, that we have estimates of the bounds on the uncertainties involved. Our best assessment of a given actual 
system will be referred to as the ‘nominal system.’ This term naturally includes our best assessment of the physical 
system and of the nature of the ‘given’ forces acting on it. The constraints on the dynamical system can be 
holonomic and/or nonholonomic; they are not required to be in Pfaffian form nor functionally independent. 
The aim is to develop a closed-form equation of motion for a general dynamical system, which when applied to 
an ‘actual system,’ causes this system to follow the trajectory that is pre-specified (by the constraints imposed) on 
the corresponding ‘nominal system,’ and thereby to satisfy the constraints of the nominal system. The methodology 
to obtain the closed-form equation is developed in a two-step process. The first step uses the concept of the 
fundamental equation in analytical dynamics to provide the closed-form control force needed to satisfy the 
constraints imposed on the nominal system model, where, as stated before, the nominal model is the model adduced 
from the best assessment of our characterization of the actual multi-body system. Upon specification of the nominal 
system model, no linearizations/approximations are made in the description of its dynamics, and the nonlinear 
generalized control force that exactly satisfies the desired constraints is obtained in closed form [8-10]. In the second 
step, this nonlinear control force is augmented by an additional additive control force based on a generalization of 
the notion of a sliding surface. This then provides a general approach to the dynamics of nonlinear uncertain 
mechanical systems, leading to closed-form nonlinear equations of motion that can guarantee that these systems 
satisfactorily mimic (within required error bounds) the motions desired of their ‘nominal’ counterparts. 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed closed-form equation, we consider an example of a dynamical 
problem. The example deals with a triple pendulum in which the masses and the ‘given’ force are taken to be 
imprecisely known. The control force, which needs to be applied to this actual system, so that it follows the given, 
prescribed constraints assigned to the corresponding nominal system and therefore mimics the behavior of the 
nominal system, is found. Numerical results are provided showing the simplicity, accuracy, and ease of 
implementation of the control methodology. 
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2. On the Dynamics of Multi-body Systems 
2.1. Description of the nominal system 
We begin by introducing the description of the nominal system, by which we mean our best assessment of the 
‘actual system,’ whose description is known only imprecisely. It is useful to conceptualize the description of such a 
nominal multi-body system in a three-step procedure [11]. We do this in the following way: First, we describe the 
uncontrolled system in which the generalized coordinates are all assumed independent of each other. The equation 
of motion of this system is given, using Lagrange’s equation, by 
 ( , ) ( , , ),M q t q Q q q t  (2.1)  
with the initial conditions 
 0 0( 0) , ( 0) , q t q q t q     (2.2)  
where q is the generalized coordinate n-vector, 0M !  is the n by n mass matrix which is a function of q and t, and 
Q  is an n-vector, called the ‘given’ force, which is a known function of ,q q , and t.  From equation (2.1) we find 
the acceleration of the uncontrolled system given by 
 1: ( , ) ( , , ). a M q t Q q q t  (2.3)  
Second, we impose a set of control requirements as constraints on this uncontrolled system. We suppose that the 
uncontrolled system is now subjected to the m sufficiently smooth control requirements given by [12] 
 ( , , ) 0, 1,2,..., ,  i q q t i mM    (2.4)  
where r md  equations in the equation set (2.4) are functionally independent. The control constraints described by 
(2.4) include all the usual varieties of holonomic and/or nonholonomic constraints, and then some. The presence of 
the control requirements does not permit all the components of the n-vectors 0q  and 0q  to be independently 
assigned. We shall assume that the initial conditions (2.2) satisfy the m control requirements. (If not, the control 
constraints can be expressed in an alternative form so that they are asymptotically satisfied [13], see Section 3.1.) 
Differentiating the control requirements (2.4) with respect to time t we obtain the relation [14] 
 
 ( , , ) ( , , ),A q q t q b q q t  (2.5)  
where A is an m by n matrix whose rank is r, and b is an m-vector. We note that each row of A arises by 
appropriately differentiating one of the m control requirements in the set given in (2.4). 
In the third and final step, the equation of motion of the ‘controlled nominal system,’ or the ‘nominal system’ for 
short, is given by 
 ( , ) ( , , ) ( , , ),cM q t q Q q q t Q q q t   (2.6)  
where cQ  is the control force n-vector that arises to ensure that the control requirements (2.5) are satisfied. It can be 
explicitly expressed as [10, 13] 
 1( ) : ( ( ), ( ), ) ( ) ( ),c c T TQ t Q q t q t t A AM A b Aa     (2.7)  
wherein the various quantities have been defined in the previous two steps and the superscript “+” denotes the 
Moore-Penrose (MP) inverse of a matrix. In the above equation, and in what follows, we shall suppress the 
arguments of the various quantities unless required for clarity. The control force given in (2.7) is optimal in the 
sense that it minimizes the control cost 1cT cQ M Q  at each instant of time [13, 14]. Thus using (2.7) in (2.6) and pre-
multiplying both sides of the equation with 1M  , the acceleration of the nominal system that satisfies the constraint 
(2.4) can be expressed as 
 1 1 1( ) ( ) : ( ).T T cq a M A AM A b Aa a M Q t         (2.8)  
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2.2. System description of the actual system 
We assume that the mass matrix of the uncertain real-life system, which we do not know exactly, is 
: 0aM M MG  ! , where 0M !  is the n by n nominal mass matrix—our best estimate of the mass matrix of the 
actual system—, and MG  is the n by n matrix that characterizes our uncertainty in the mass matrix of the actual 
system. From here on the subscript ‘a’ denotes the actual, real-life system whose knowledge is uncertain. Similarly, 
the ‘given’ force n-vector acting on the real-life system is taken to be :aQ Q QG  , where the n-vector Q  denotes 
the ‘given’ force on the nominal system, and QG  denotes the n-vector of uncertainty in Q .  
By applying the same control force ( )cQ t  to the actual system 
 : ( , , ) ( ),ca aM q Q q q t Q t   (2.9)  
one obtains a different state ( ,q q ) from that obtained for the (controlled) nominal system  ( ,q q ). This causes the 
trajectories of the actual system and the nominal system to differ with a corresponding error in satisfaction of our 
desired trajectory requirements (2.4). 
2.2.1. Description of the controlled actual systems 
To compensate for the above mentioned uncertainties, the control force given by the second member on the right-
hand side of (2.9), ( )cQ t , needs to be modified since it was calculated on the basis of the nominal system and is now 
instead being applied to the actual unknown system. We do this by adding another control force uQ  from a 
compensating controller, resulting in a new state ( , )c cq q   (see Fig. 1). We define the difference between ( )cq t  and 
( )q t  as the tracking error ( )e t  (see Fig. 1). In this paper, we develop this additive controller based on a 
generalization of the notion of a sliding surface, which is discussed in Section 2.2.2. A broad introduction to sliding 
mode control may be found in Ref. [15]. 
 
Fig. 1. The block diagram of the controlled actual system. Note that the compensating controller uses the mass matrix of the nominal system. 
The equation of motion of the controlled actual system thus becomes  
 ( , ) ( , , ) ( )c ua c c a c cM q t q Q q q t Q t Q    (2.10) 
where cq  is the generalized coordinate n-vector of the controlled actual system, ( )
cQ t  is the control force which is 
obtained from the corresponding nominal system and which causes the nominal system to satisfy the constraint (2.5), 
and uQ  is the additional control force n-vector which we shall develop in closed form. We now refer to equation 
(2.10) as the description of the ‘controlled actual system,’ or the ‘controlled system,’ for short. Pre-multiplying both 
sides of (2.10) by 1aM

 , the acceleration of this controlled system can then be expressed as 
 1 1( ) .cc a a aq a M Q t M M u     (2.11) 
Here 1:a a aa M Q
  and :uQ Mu , where u  is the additional generalized acceleration provided by the additional 
control forces uQ  to compensate for uncertainties in our knowledge of the actual system. 
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2.2.2. Generalized sliding mode control 
Our aim in this section is to develop a set of compensating control forces that can guarantee the tracking of the 
nominal system’s trajectory (to within desired error bounds) despite our uncertain knowledge of the actual system. 
To do this we use a generalization of the concept of a sliding surface [16]. The formulation permits the use of a large 
class of control laws that can be adapted to the practical limitations of the specific compensating controller being 
used, and the extent to which we want to compensate for the uncertainties.  
Defining the tracking error as  
 ( ) ( ) ( )ce t q t q t   (2.12) 
and differentiating (2.12) twice with respect to time, we get ,ce q q   which upon use of (2.8) and (2.11)  
 
> @ 1 1 1
1 1
( , , ) ( , , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( )
: [ ( )] : .
c
a c c a c a
a a
e a q q t a q q t M q t M q t Q t M Mu
q M Mu q I I M M u q u MuG G G
  
 
    
        
ª º¬ ¼
   
  (2.13) 
In the above equation, we have defined 
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 (2.14) 
and denoted the acceleration qG  as 
 > @ 1 1( , , , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ),cc c a c c a cq q q q q t a q q t a q q t M q t M q t Q tG  ª º   ¬ ¼  (2.15) 
where 1:a a aa M Q
 , with : ( , ) ( , ),a c cM M q t M q tG  and : ( , , ) ( , , ).a c c c cQ Q q q t Q q q tG   
We now define a sliding surface  
 ( ) ( ) ( ),s t ke t e t   (2.16) 
where 0k !  is an arbitrary small positive number and s is an n-vector. Our aim is to manoeuvre the system to the 
sliding surface s H: , whereupon by (2.16), ideally speaking when the size of the surface H:  is zero, we obtain 
the relation e ke  , whose solution 0( ) exp( )e t e kt   shows that the tracking error ( )e t  exponentially reduces to zero along this lower dimensional surface in phase space. 
To ensure that the controlled actual system (2.10) is restricted to the sliding surface s H: , we apply an 
additional compensating control force :uQ Mu , where u  is explicitly given as [16] 
 [ ( ) ( ) ( )]u ke t t f sE    (2.17) 
with 0k ! . The function ( )tE  is considered such that  0 0( ) 0( ) /t n tE E Dt *   > ,  where ( )t*  is the bound on the 
uncertainty qG , ( )q tG d * , where ( )t* is a positive function of time, and 
 0 ( ) ( )k M t e tE !  and 00 1 ( )n M tD    (2.18) 
are any arbitrary positive constants over the time duration over which the control is applied. In what follows we 
shall denote   
 
to mean the infinity norm. We note that the computations require estimates of ( )t* ; however, the 
additional control forces uQ  are relatively insensitive to the values of these estimates, as long as these values exceed 
qG .  The i-th component, ( )if s , of the n-vector ( )f s  is defined as  ( ) / ,  1,  . . .,     i if s g s i nH  where is  is the 
i-th component of the n-vector s, H  is defined as any (small) positive number and the function  /ig s H  is any 
arbitrary monotonically increasing odd continuously differentiable function of is  on the interval ( , )f f  that 
satisfies 
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0
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( / ) ,     if   is outside the surface ( ),
( )i i i
t k M t e t
f s g s s t
t H
H E
*  t :*   (2.19) 
where ( )tH:  is defined as the surface of the n-dimensional cube around the point 0s   each of whose sides has a computable length (as shown below). We note that the right-hand side of relation (2.19) is always less than unity 
since 0 ( ) ( )k M t e tE ! , and hence relation (2.19) will always be satisfied when ( ) 1f s t .   
The control force :uQ Mu , where u  is defined as in (2.17), ensures that the controlled actual system is 
restricted to a region (which could be made as close to the surface 0s    as we desire) around the sliding surface. 
Also the asymptotic bounds on the errors in tracking the generalized displacement and generalized velocity of the 
nominal system are respectively given by [16] 
 ( )  and ( )
2
Le t e t L
k
H
Hd d , as t of , where  1 02 / ( )m mL g kH H E| *  * ª º¬ ¼  (2.20) 
and m*  is a constant upper bound on the function ( )q tG , ( ) mq tG d * , for [0, ]t T , where [0, ]T  is the interval 
over which the control is applied [16].  
Result: The closed-from generalized sliding mode control described above for the uncertain system then leads to 
the equation of motion for the actual system given by [16], 
 0
0
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) , c ca c a a
t
M q Q Q t Mu Q Q t M k e n f s
E
D
ª º§ ·*       « »¨ ¸« »© ¹¬ ¼
 (2.21) 
where: (i) the control force ( )cQ t  is given by (2.7) and is obtained on the basis of the nominal system; (ii) 0k !  is 
an arbitrary small positive number; (iii) the function ( )f s  is any arbitrary monotonically increasing odd continuous 
function of s  on the interval  ( , )f f  with ( ) 1f s t  outside H:  (iv) ( ) ( )q t tG d *  where ( )t*  is chosen based on the estimate of ( )q tG ; (v) and 0D  is a small positive number that satisfies 00 1 ( ) ,n M tD    over the time 
duration over which the control is done. Under the proviso, and the expectation, that 1M e  , 0E  is chosen 
such that 0 .kE   The controlled system (2.21) will cause the actual system to track the nominal system within the 
estimated error bounds given by (2.20). 
3. Numerical Results and Simulations 
To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed methodology, we introduce an example of a simple multi-body 
system. It is straightforward to extend this example to more general situations.  
3.1. Numerical results and simulations of the nominal system 
Consider a planar pendulum consisting of three masses 1m , 2m , and 3m  suspended from massless rods of 
lengths 1L , 2L , and 3L  moving in the XY-plane (see Fig. 2). An inertial frame of reference is fixed at the point of 
suspension, O, of the triple pendulum and the X-axis is taken as the datum for computing the potential energy of the 
system. Though simple, the system can exhibit complex dynamics.  
The masses are constrained to move so that the total energy, ( )E t , of the system is required to equal the sum of 
the energies (kinetic and potential) of only the two masses m2 and m3, i.e., 2 3( ) ( ) ( )E t E t E t  , where we have 
denoted ( )iE t  as the total energy of mass im . Using the generalized coordinate 3-vector 1 2 3( ) [ ( ), ( ), ( )]
Tq t t t tT T T whose components, in the absence of the 
above-mentioned energy constraint, are independent of one another Lagrange’s equations for the system yield  
 1 2 3 1 2 3( ; , , , ) ( , ; , , , )M q m m m g q Q q q m m m g    (3.1) 
where the elements of the 3 by 3 symmetric matrix M are given by 
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2
11 1 2 3 1 12 2 3 1 2 12 13 3 1 3 13
2 2
22 2 3 2 23 3 2 3 23 33 3 3
( ) ; ( ) cos( ); cos( )
( ) ; cos( ); ,
  
  
M m m m L M m m L L M m L L
M m m L M m L L M m L
T T
T
      
      (3.2) 
and the elements of the 3-vector Q are given by (see Equation (2.1)) 
 
2 2
1 2 3 1 2 2 12 3 1 3 3 13 1 2 3 1 1
2 2
2 2 3 1 2 1 12 3 2 3 3 23 2 3 2 2
2 2
3 3 1 3 1 13 3 2 3 2 23 3 3 3
( ) sin( ) sin( ) ( ) sin
( ) sin( ) sin( ) ( ) sin
sin( ) sin( ) sin .
Q m m L L m L L m m m gL
Q m m L L m L L m m gL
Q m L L m L L m gL
T T T T T
T T T T T
T T T T T
      
    
  
 (3.3) 
 
Fig. 2. Triple pendulum with the datum at the origin O 
 
Fig. 3. Trajectory of mass m3 in the XY-plane (m)
In the above, we have denoted ( ) ( ) ( ),ij i jt t tT T T   and we explicitly show in equation (3.1) the parameters 1m , 
2m , and 3m , which we will later on consider to be known only imprecisely. We shall also consider at that time the 
gravitational acceleration represented here by the parameter g as being both uncertain and time varying. 
Using the X-axis as the datum (see Fig. 2), in the second step we describe the energy constraint 
2 3( ) ( ) ( ),E t E t E t  which is equivalent to the relation 1( ) 0,E t  where the energy 1E  of mass 1m is given by 
 2 21 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 cos .
2
E m L m gLT T   (3.4) 
Since the system may not initially (at time t = 0) satisfy this constraint, we modify the constraint (3.4) using the 
trajectory stabilization relation [13], 
 1 1 0,  E ED   (3.5) 
where ( ) 0tD !  is a positive function. By (3.4) and (3.5) we obtain the constraint equation 
 2 2 21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1: 0 0 sin ( cos ) : .
2
 =Aq L q gL L gL bT T T D T Tª º     ¬ ¼  (3.6) 
For the final step, to obtain the equations of motion of the (controlled) nominal system we use the information 
from equations (3.1)-(3.3) and (3.6) in equation (2.8).  
In what follows, we shall assume that the real-life triple pendulum described above has masses whose values are 
imprecisely known, and that our best assessment of their values is: 1 1m   kg, 2 2m   kg, and 3 3m   kg. Thus, these are the values of the three masses of our nominal system.  
The lengths of the massless rods are 1 1L   m, 2 1.5L   m, and 3 2L   m.  At t = 0, the masses are located with the angles of 1(0) 1 rad,T   2 (0) 0 rad,T   and 3 (0) 0 radT   with respect to the vertical Y-axis (see Fig. 2). The 
initial velocities of the three bobs are taken to be 1(0) 0.01 rad/s,T   2 (0) 0 rad/s,T   and 3 (0) 0 rad/sT  . We note 
that these initial conditions do not satisfy the constraint, 1 0.E   Thus the parameter D  in (3.5) is chosen to be 2
2
0.1 A  where 2A  is the 
2L norm of the matrix A in (3.6). The acceleration due to gravity is downwards, and of 
magnitude 29.81 / g m s . Numerical integration throughout this paper is done in the Matlab environment, using a 
variable time step integrator with a relative error tolerance of 810  and an absolute error tolerance of 1210 . 
Fig. 3  plots the trajectory of mass 3m  of the triple pendulum in the XY-plane for a period of 10 seconds. The 
start of the trajectory is marked by a circle and its end is marked by a square. The energies of the three masses are 
shown in Fig. 4. We see that the total energy (E) is the sum of the energies of mass 2m ( 2E ) and mass 3m ( 3E ), i.e. 
2 3E E E  . In Fig. 5, we show the control force cQ  (2.7) on the nominal system in order to follow the desired 
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constraint 1 0E  . Figure 5(a) shows the control force required to be applied to mass 1m  to satisfy the constraint given in (3.5), and Figure 5(b) shows the L2 norm on cQ . 
 
 Fig. 4. Energies in N-m (a) E1, (b) E = E2+E3. 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Control torque (N-m) applied to mass m1 of the nominal system to satisfy E=E2+E3 (b) L2 norm on the control torque (N-m).  
3.2. Numerical results and simulations of the actual system 
In this section, we continue to illustrate the methodology in the presence of uncertainties by considering the same 
example of the triple pendulum. The approach is straightforward to apply to other systems. Suppose our nominal 
system has 1 21 kg, 2 kg,m m      and 3 3 kgm   , and there is an uncertainty of up to 10r % in each of these values when describing the actual system. We also assume that the acceleration, g, due to gravity varies sinusoidally in time 
with an uncertain maximum amplitude that is 5%r  of its nominal value of 9.81m/s2.   
With imperfect knowledge of the parameters in the system, in order to control the actual system’s motion so that 
it tracks the motion of the controlled nominal system, and thereby satisfies the constraints imposed on the nominal 
system, we would have to use equation (2.21) that contains the additional control force to compensate for our 
uncertainty in the knowledge of the actual system. 
We next select the structure and parameters for the controller u  given by equation (2.17). We choose  
 3( ) ( / ) ,i c if s sD H  (3.7) 
where , 0cD H !  and H  is a suitable small number. We then obtain in closed-form the additional controller needed to compensate for uncertainties in the actual system as 
 30
0
( )
( ) ( / ) .i i c i
t
u t ke n s
E D HD
§ ·*    ¨ ¸© ¹
 (3.8) 
We note that with this choice of 3( ) ( / )i c if s sD H , the region outside the surface H:  is the region outside of the 
n-dimensional cube around s = 0, each of whose sides has length  1/302 ( ) / ( )m c mL kH H D E| *  *  (see equation 
(2.20)). Pre-multiplying both sides of equation (2.21) by 1aM

 and using the additional controller equation (3.8), we obtain the closed-form equation of motion of the controlled actual system as 
 1 1 30
0
( )
( ) ( / )cc a a a c
t
q a M Q t M M k e n s
E D HD
  ª º§ ·*    « »¨ ¸« »© ¹¬ ¼
 (3.9) 
that will cause the actual system to track the trajectory of the nominal system, thereby compensating for the 
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uncertainty in our knowledge of the actual system.  
In order to illustrate the efficacy of our control force in compensating for our lack of exact knowledge of the 
actual system, we pick the set 1 0.1 kg,mG   2 0.2 kg,mG     3 0.3 kgmG    and 2 9.81 0.49sin 2 m/sg t   which is 
assumed to represent our actual system. To check the performance of our controller, we perform a simulation using 
equation (3.9) by choosing ( ) 40m t*  *   and using the parameters 3,n  0 010, , 2, 0.01,   ck kE D D     and 210 ,H   to specify our controller (see Section 3.1). We note that the chosen set of deviations from the nominal 
values ( 1 1 1.1 kg,m mG   2 2 1.8 kg,m mG    3 3 3.3 kg,m mG    and 29.81 0.49sin 2  m/sg t  ) represents simply 
one possibility for the parameters of the actual system. These values are solely used below for the purposes of 
simulation in order to demonstrate that the compensating controller works as predicted. 
The constrained trajectory of mass 3m  in the XY-plane of the controlled actual system follows near-exactly that 
of the nominal system shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 6 shows the generalized displacement errors ( )cq q  between the 
controlled actual system (3.9) and the nominal system (2.8). The tracking errors are small, and of O( 510 ).These 
errors are within the estimated error norm 4( ) / 2 8 10e t L kH
| | u as prescribed by (2.20), where  1/3 202 ( ) / ( ) 1.6 10 .m c mL kH H D E | *  *  | u  This illustrates the performance of the closed-form equation (3.9); 
the controlled actual system tracks the trajectories pre-specified by the nominal system in the presence of the 10%r  
uncertainties in masses and the time varying gravity field, along with the constraint imposed on it given by equation 
(3.5). We note that the smooth cubic function ( )if s  given in (3.7) eliminates chattering.  
 
Fig. 6. Tracking errors ( ( ) : ( ) ( ), 1, 2, 3)
i
i c i
e t t t iT T     in radians of the masses 1 2 3,  ,  and m m m . 
Pre-multiplying (3.9) by aM , we obtain (see (2.21)) 
 30
0
: : .
( )
( / )c c c ua c a c a aM q Q Q M Q Q Mu Q Q Q
t
k e n s
E D HD        
§ ·§ ·* ¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹© ¹
   (3.10) 
The total generalized control torque applied to the actual system is given by T c uQ Q Q  . Here ( )cQ t  is the 
generalized control torque obtained from the nominal system, and uQ  is the torque applied by the additional 
compensating controller to compensate for our inexact knowledge of the actual system. The torques TQ  and 
uQ  on 
the masses 1m , 2m , and 3m  of the actual pendulum are shown in Fig. 7. 
uQ  is seen to be much smaller than TQ . 
 
Fig. 7. Control torques (N-m) on the controlled actual system. The solid line shows the total control torque, QT, the dashed line shows the 
additional torque Qu, needed to compensate for uncertainties in describing the actual system  
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4. Conclusion 
(i)  We obtain the exact closed-form solution to the control problems of a multi-body system through the use of 
analytical dynamics. The control forces that must be applied to the systems because of the presence of the 
constraints imposed on the system are easily obtained. Also, when starting with initial states that do not satisfy these 
control requirements, the errors in satisfying it converge to zero exponentially. 
(ii) The general closed-form equation of motion for uncertain nonlinear multi-body systems—the so-called 
controlled actual system—has been developed. The novelty in the approach developed here is that we first use the 
fundamental equation of mechanics to obtain an exact control force of the nominal, nonlinear, non-autonomous, 
mechanical system. This control force, cQ , ensures that the trajectory constraints are exactly satisfied by the 
nominal system and that it optimizes the control cost given by 1
Tc cQ M Q  at each instant of time. Control of the 
actual system, in which both the mass matrix and the ‘given’ force vector may be only imprecisely known, is then 
carried out using the concept of generalized sliding surfaces.  
(iii)  We have generalized the concept of a sliding surface by including continuously differentiable functions ( )if s  
as opposed to the standardly-used discontinuous signum functions, and saturation functions [15]. This results in 
trajectories approaching the sliding surface, and a bound on the distance within which they remain from the surface 
is analytically obtained. The control functions ( )if s  and the parameters that define the compensating control force 
can therefore be chosen depending on practical considerations and can be adjusted so that desired error bounds can 
be guaranteed when the uncertain system is required to track the nominal system. Thus greater flexibility is afforded 
when dealing with large, complex multi-body systems.  
Using the simple example of a triple pendulum we have illustrated the effectiveness of the approach when both 
the parameters describing the system—its mass properties—and the acceleration due to gravity—the ‘given’ force—
are uncertain and only imprecisely known. The approach to obtaining closed-form control developed herein is 
general enough to be useful for complex dynamical systems in which uncertainties of both these types may arise. 
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